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Elephants Hannah Mumby 2020-03-23 Elephants are as unique as
people. They can be clever and curious or headstrong and impulsive, shy
or sociable. Learn to know them as individuals as well as a species in this
evocative account of years spent studying elephant behaviour in the wild.
The 57 Bus Dashka Slater 2017-10-17 One teenager in a skirt. One
teenager with a lighter. One moment that changes both of their lives
forever. If it weren’t for the 57 bus, Sasha and Richard never would have
met. Both were high school students from Oakland, California, one of the
most diverse cities in the country, but they inhabited different worlds.
Sasha, a white teen, lived in the middle-class foothills and attended a
small private school. Richard, a black teen, lived in the crime-plagued
flatlands and attended a large public one. Each day, their paths
overlapped for a mere eight minutes. But one afternoon on the bus ride
home from school, a single reckless act left Sasha severely burned, and
Richard charged with two hate crimes and facing life imprisonment. The
57 Bus is Dashka Slater's true account of the case that garnered
international attention and thrust both teenagers into the spotlight.
Where Once There Was a Wood Denise Fleming 2000-04-01 Provides
young readers with a gentle introduction to nature by exploring the many
living wonders found in any typical backyard. Reprint. 30,000 first
printing.
The World's Greatest Lion Ralph Helfer 2012-07-05 From the creators of
The World's Greatest Elephant comes the real-life story of the MGM
Studios Lion. Perhaps the most recognizable Hollywood animal--outside
of Lassie--is "Leo the Lion," MGM Studios' famous mascot. For decades
his image introduced hundreds of motion pictures, and Zamba the lion
acted in dozens more. But he wasn't always a Hollywood star, and he
certainly proved to be much more. This real-life story of Zamba, told by
world-renowned animal behaviorist Ralph Helfer and Caldecott Honor
recipient Ted Lewin, follows the famous lion from an orphaned cub in
Africa to iconic Hollywood actor. But Zamba's greatest role wasn't
scripted and it certainly wasn't captured on film. In 1969, the canyon
that housed Ralph Helfer's animal ranch was ravaged by floods. As death
claimed many of the animals, dozens were led to safety by one heroic
lion. Zamba's story, beautifully told and illustrated, is one that will
entertain and inspire--both cubs and lions.
An African Love Story Daphne Sheldrick 2012-03-01 Daphne
Sheldrick's best-selling love story of romance, life and elephants, An
African Love Story: Love, Life and Elephants is an incredible story from
Africa's greatest living conservationist. A typical day for Daphne involves
rescuing baby elephants from poachers; finding homes for orphan
elephants, all the while campaigning the ever-present threat of poaching
for the ivory trade. An African Love Story is the incredible memoir of her
life. It tells two stories - one is the extraordinary love story which
blossomed when Daphne fell head over heels with Tsavo Game Park and
its famous warden, David Sheldrick. The second is the love story of how
Daphne and David, who devoted their lives to saving elephant orphans,
at first losing every infant under the age of two until Daphne at last
managed to devise the first-ever milk formula which would keep them
alive. 'Compulsively readable', Mail on Sunday 'An enchanting memoir',
Telegraph Daphne Sheldrick has spent her entire life in Kenya. For over
25 years, she and her husband, David, the famous founder of the the
giant Tsavo National Park, raised and rehabilitated back into the wild
orphans of misfortune from many different wild species. These included
elephants, rhinos, buffaloes, zebra, eland, kudu, impala, warthogs and
many other smaller animals. In 2006 she was made Dame Commander of
the British Empire by the Queen.
The Elephant Keeper Christopher Nicholson 2009-08-04 “Intensely
moving. [An] exceptional novel.” —Boston Globe A poignant and magical
story set in eighteenth-century England, The Elephant Keeper by
Christopher Nicholson is the tale of two baby elephants and the young
man who accidentally finds himself their guardian. Every reader who was
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enchanted by Sara Gruen’s Water for Elephants or enthralled by When
Elephants Weep will adore Nicholson’s The Elephant Keeper—a
masterful blending of historical novel, coming-of-age tale, animal
adventure, and love story.
Portraits in the Wild Cynthia Moss 1975
A Wolf Called Romeo Nick Jans 2014 An award-winning writer and
photographer tells the extraordinary story of a lone black wolf who,
showing up on his doorstep, returned again and again to interact with
the people and dogs of Juneau, giving humans a rare chance to
understand it a little more. 40,000 first printing.
The Emotional Lives of Animals Marc Bekoff 2010-10-05 Based on
award-winning scientist Marc Bekoff’s years studying social
communication in a wide range of species, this important book shows
that animals have rich emotional lives. Bekoff skillfully blends
extraordinary stories of animal joy, empathy, grief, embarrassment,
anger, and love with the latest scientific research confirming the
existence of emotions that common sense and experience have long
implied. Filled with Bekoff’s light humor and touching stories, The
Emotional Lives of Animals is a clarion call for reassessing both how we
view animals and how we treat them.
The Beauty of the Beasts Ralph Helfer 2014-04-29 A trainer shares
true stories of famous lion, orangutan, and other animal actors that “will
hold readers enthralled” (School Library Journal). They are major stars
who do not speak a word onscreen, yet are world famous for their
compelling performances. Who are they? The animal stars of the big
screen, of course! In The Beauty of the Beasts, Ralph Helfer shares with
the reader his love of animals and his work with some of Hollywood’s
biggest stars: Clarence the Cross‐Eyed Lion, Gentle Ben, the Schlitz Malt
Liquor Bull, Clint Eastwood’s orangutan sidekick Clyde, and many more.
Helfer shares his philosophy on training these beautiful beasts to do
amazing feats and maximize their acting potential without coercion. Join
Ralph Helfer in his exploration of animal acting and read of his masterful
use of TLC to work with these phenomenal, non‐human actors.
Mosey Ralph Helfer 2002 Tells the true story of a boy's devotion to a
beloved circus elephant and the ordeals they endured to stay together.
The Dirty Life Kristin Kimball 2011-04-12 Documents the first year
spent by the Harvard-graduate author with her new husband on their
sustainable farm in the Adirondacks, describing how she withdrew from
big-city life to be married in their barn loft, the difficult obstacles they
faced attempting to provide a whole diet for one hundred locals, and the
rewards of a physical-labor lifestyle.
Modoc Ralph Helfer 2009-04-09 Chronicles the life and times of an
elephant and her devoted companion and trainer, who journeyed from a
small German circus town to international stardom in the Greatest Show
on Earth to a tragic twenty-year separation
Modoc Ralph Helfer 1997 The greatest elephant story ever told, recreated by Modoc's owner during the last twenty years of her seventyeight-year life, the story spans eight decades and three continents.
Modoc Ralph Helfer 2009-10-13 "Once I started this incomparable story,
I couldn't put it down, and I cannot get it out of my mind—nor will I ever.
The message of what can be accomplished by training through affection
and joy will thrill all animal lovers." —Betty White A captivating true
story of loyalty, friendship, and high adventure that spans several
decades and three continents, Modoc is one of the most remarkable true
stories ever told, perfect for fans of The Zookeeper's Wife or Water for
Elephants. Raised together in a small German circus town, a boy and an
elephant formed a bond that would last their entire lives, and would be
tested time and again: through a near-fatal shipwreck in the Indian
Ocean, an apprenticeship with the legendary Mahout elephant trainers in
the Indian teak forests, and their eventual rise to circus stardom in 1940s
New York City. As the African Sun-Times put it, Modoc is "heartwarming.
. . probably the greatest love story ever told."
Elephant Dawn Sharon Pincott 2016-06-01 'A book to take readers into
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another world.' - Caroline Jones AO, presenter, Australian Story 'A raw,
honest story that needs to be heard.' - Tony Park, bestselling author of
An Empty Coast 'This mesmerizing book is not just about a love of
elephants, it is also about the indomitable spirit of someone who followed
her passion.' - Cynthia Moss, world-renowned elephant specialist,
celebrated in the BBC's Echo of the Elephants In 2001, Sharon Pincott
traded her privileged life as a high-flying corporate executive to start a
new one with the Presidential Elephants of Zimbabwe. She was unpaid,
untrained, self-funded and arrived with the starry-eyed idealism of most
foreigners during early encounters with Africa. For thirteen years - the
worst in Zimbabwe's volatile history - this intrepid Australian woman
lived in the Hwange bush fighting for the lives of these elephants,
forming an extraordinary and life-changing bond with them. Powerfully
moving, sometimes disturbing and often very funny, Elephant Dawn is a
celebration of love, courage and honour amongst our greatest land
mammals. With resilience beyond measure, Sharon earns the supreme
right to call them family.
Zoology DK 2019-10-08 See the animal kingdom in all its glory, from
jellyfish to polar bears, with up-close details of their unique features from
head to toe. Filled with magnificent photographs that were specially
commissioned for this book and cannot be seen anywhere else. Written in
association with the Smithsonian Institution. This visual reference book
starts with the question "what is an animal?" and takes you through the
animal kingdom - mammals, reptiles, birds, and sea creatures. It uses a
unique head-to-toe approach that showcases in spectacular detail special
features like the flight feathers of a parrot, the antenna of a moth, or the
tentacles of coral. This visual encyclopedia is filled with clear and
fascinating information on everything about the social lives of animals.
Read exciting stories like how animals communicate, defend their
territories, and attract mates. Learn how evolution has helped wildlife to
adapt to their unique environments, whether it's the ability to live in
difficult habitats, adjust to specific diets, or how they work physically.
Humans have drawn and painted animals for thousands of years. Zoology
has included some of these, like early rock art that depicts our awe of the
animal kingdom or natural history artworks like those commissioned by
the Mughal Courts in the 1600s. Dramatic Wildlife Photography
Spectacular, never-before-seen photographs that will bring you close to
many of the world's most captivating and intriguing inhabitants. This
book offers an extraordinary introduction to the animal world by taking
you through chapters that details their diversity. Go from head to toe in
Zoology: - The animal kingdom - Shape and size - Skeletons - Skins,
coats, and armor - Senses - Mouth and jaws - Legs, arms, tentacles, and
tails - Fins, flippers, and paddles - Wings and parachutes - Eggs and
offspring
Babylon's Ark Lawrence Anthony 2007-03-06 The astonishing story of the
soldiers, conservationists, and ordinary Iraqis who united to save the
animals of the Baghdad Zoo When the Iraq war began, conservationist
Lawrence Anthony could think of only one thing: the fate of the Baghdad
Zoo, caught in the crossfire at the heart of the city. Once Anthony
entered Iraq he discovered that hostilities and uncontrolled looting had
devastated the zoo and its animals. Working with members of the zoo
staff and a few compassionate U.S. soldiers, he defended the zoo,
bartered for food on war-torn streets, and scoured bombed palaces for
desperately needed supplies. Babylon's Ark chronicles Anthony's hairraising efforts to save a pride of Saddam's lions, close a deplorable blackmarket zoo, run ostriches through shoot-to-kill checkpoints, and rescue
the dictator's personal herd of Thoroughbred Arabian horses. A tale of
the selfless courage and humanity of a few men and women living
dangerously for all the right reasons, Babylon's Ark is an inspiring and
uplifting true-life adventure of individuals on both sides working together
for the sake of magnificent wildlife caught in a war zone.
Ballet of the Elephants Leda Schubert 2006-04-04 The story of how
"Circus polka" a dance of 50 elephants and 50 ballerinas, choreographed
by George Balanchine, was created.
Flora & Ulysses Kate DiCamillo 2013-09-24 Winner of the 2014
Newbery Medal Holy unanticipated occurrences! A cynic meets an
unlikely superhero in a genre-breaking new novel by master storyteller
Kate DiCamillo. It begins, as the best superhero stories do, with a tragic
accident that has unexpected consequences. The squirrel never saw the
vacuum cleaner coming, but self-described cynic Flora Belle Buckman,
who has read every issue of the comic book Terrible Things Can Happen
to You!, is just the right person to step in and save him. What neither can
predict is that Ulysses (the squirrel) has been born anew, with powers of
strength, flight, and misspelled poetry — and that Flora will be changed
too, as she discovers the possibility of hope and the promise of a
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capacious heart. From #1 New York Times best-selling author Kate
DiCamillo comes a laugh-out-loud story filled with eccentric, endearing
characters and featuring an exciting new format — a novel interspersed
with comic-style graphic sequences and full-page illustrations, all
rendered in black-and-white by up-and-coming artist K. G. Campbell.
An Elephant in My Kitchen Françoise Malby-Anthony 2019-11-05 THE
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER "Malby-Anthony offers a book of great
inspiration and wide appeal to nature-loving readers." —Publishers
Weekly A heart-warming sequel to the international bestseller The
Elephant Whisperer, by Lawrence Anthony's wife Françoise MalbyAnthony. A chic Parisienne, Françoise never expected to find herself
living on a South African game reserve. But then she fell in love with
conservationist Lawrence Anthony and everything changed. After
Lawrence’s death, Françoise faced the daunting responsibility of running
Thula Thula without him. Poachers attacked their rhinos, their security
team wouldn’t take orders from a woman and the authorities were
threatening to cull their beloved elephant family. On top of that, the
herd’s feisty new matriarch Frankie didn’t like her. In this heart-warming
and moving book, Françoise describes how she fought to protect the
herd and to make her dream of building a wildlife rescue center a reality.
She found herself caring for a lost baby elephant who turned up at her
house, and offering refuge to traumatized orphaned rhinos, and a hippo
called Charlie who was scared of water. As she learned to trust herself,
she discovered she’d had Frankie wrong all along. Filled with
extraordinary animals and the humans who dedicate their lives to saving
them, An Elephant in My Kitchen is a captivating and gripping read.
Breakfast with Buddha Roland Merullo 2008-08-26 When his sister
tricks him into taking her guru on a trip to their childhood home, Otto
Ringling, a confirmed skeptic, is not amused. Six days on the road with
an enigmatic holy man who answers every question with a riddle is not
what he'd planned. But in an effort to westernize his passenger—and
amuse himself—he decides to show the monk some "American fun" along
the way. From a chocolate factory in Hershey to a bowling alley in South
Bend, from a Cubs game at Wrigley field to his family farm near
Bismarck, Otto is given the remarkable opportunity to see his world—and
more important, his life—through someone else's eyes. Gradually,
skepticism yields to amazement as he realizes that his companion might
just be the real thing. In Roland Merullo's masterful hands, Otto tells his
story with all the wonder, bemusement, and wry humor of a man who
unwittingly finds what he's missing in the most unexpected place.
The Shark Handbook: Second Edition Greg Skomal 2016-05-24 This fully
revised and updated edition of the bestselling SHARK HANDBOOK
features an all-new, expanded feature on the Great White Shark, plus
stunning, full-color photos and a complete overview of every known
shark in the world! There’s no one better than Greg Skomal to detail
sharks in this comprehensive, stunning field guide. In addition to a
definitive, fully up-to-date feature on the Great White, plus amazing
original images from Skomal and award-winning National Geographic
photographer Nick Caloyianis throughout, this handbook contains a
complete listing of every known shark in existence as well as some
extinct species. Learn about sharks from their birth to death, their
anatomy, how to distinguish one shark from the next, how their teeth are
developed, how they hunt and attack, and their importance and purpose
within our eco system. This is the perfect gift for any shark fan!
The Circus in Winter Cathy Day 2005-07-06 Over a half century, a
small Indiana town hosts a circus troupe during the off-seasons in linked
stories “as graceful as any acrobat’s high-wire act” (San Francisco
Chronicle). A Story Prize Finalist From 1884 to 1939, the Great Porter
Circus made the unlikely choice to winter in an Indiana town called Lima,
a place that feels as classic as Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio,
and as wondrous as a first trip to the Big Top. In Lima, an elephant can
change the course of a man's life—or the manner of his death. Jennie
Dixianna entices men with her dazzling Spin of Death and keeps them in
line with secrets locked in a cedar box. The lonely wife of the show’s
manager has each room of her house painted like a sideshow banner,
indulging her desperate passion for a young painter. And a former clown
seeks consolation from his loveless marriage in his post-circus job at
Clown Alley Cleaners. In this collection of linked stories spanning
decades, Cathy Day follows the circus people into their everyday lives
and brings the greatest show on earth to the page. “[An] exquisite story
collection.” —The Washington Post “Often funny, always graceful, and
rich with a mix of historical and imaginative detail.” —Tim O’Brien,
author of The Things They Carried “Sublimely imaginative and
affecting.” —The Boston Globe
Love, Life, and Elephants Daphne Sheldrick 2012-05-08 Daphne
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Sheldrick, whose family arrived in Africa from Scotland in the 1820s, is
the first person ever to have successfully hand-reared newborn
elephants. Her deep empathy and understanding, her years of observing
Kenya's rich variety of wildlife, and her pioneering work in perfecting the
right husbandry and milk formula have saved countless elephants,
rhinos, and other baby animals from certain death. In this heartwarming
and poignant memoir, Daphne shares her amazing relationships with a
host of orphans, including her first love, Bushy, a liquid-eyed antelope;
Rickey-Tickey-Tavey, the little dwarf mongoose; Gregory Peck, the busy
buffalo weaver bird; Huppety, the mischievous zebra; and the majestic
elephant Eleanor, with whom Daphne has shared more than forty years
of great friendship. But this is also a magical and heartbreaking human
love story between Daphne and David Sheldrick, the famous Tsavo Park
warden. It was their deep and passionate love, David's extraordinary
insight into all aspects of nature, and the tragedy of his early death that
inspired Daphne's vast array of achievements, most notably the founding
of the world-renowned David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust and the Orphans'
Nursery in Nairobi National Park, where Daphne continues to live and
work to this day. Encompassing not only David and Daphne's tireless
campaign for an end to poaching and for conserving Kenya's wildlife, but
also their ability to engage with the human side of animals and their
rearing of the orphans expressly so they can return to the wild, Love,
Life, and Elephants is alive with compassion and humor, providing a rare
insight into the life of one of the world's most remarkable women.
The World's Greatest Elephant Ralph Helfer 2006 Born on the same day
in the same German town, Bram and his elephant, Modoc, grew up side
by side. Their circus act brought them wide fame, but their incredible
bond would also lead to a series of adventures with danger at every turn.
Sirocco Dana Haynes 2021-01-26 A serial bomber is wreaking havoc
throughout Europe. Former New York City cop Michael Finnigan and
former Spanish assassin Katalin Fiero—the brains behind St. Nicholas
Salvage & Wrecking, a covert bounty-hunting operation based in
Cyprus—may be the only ones who can stop the carnage. The partners
have a reputation for tracking down the worst of the worst in
international crime, all while staying firmly under the radar. But as they
draw ever closer to the bombers, and as the terrorism sweeps up
Katalin’s own family, Finnigan and Fiero have to decide if they can
continue to operate in the shadows. As the partners learn who they
can—and can’t—trust, they come face-to-face with shocking secrets at
the highest echelons of the world’s intelligence communities. Nonstop
action and whip-smart dialogue power this compelling thriller to its final,
heart-stopping conclusion.
The Elephant's Secret Sense Caitlin O'Connell 2008-09-01 From an
internationally renowned field scientist comes this fascinating story of
her unexpected discovery of a RsecretS new mode of elephant
communication. This unforgettable journey takes readers into the wilds
of Africa where naturalists do their difficult work in a troubled land.
The Last Rhinos Graham Spence 2012-04-01 Another extraordinary
story of life on a South African game reserve from the authors of The
Elephant Whisperer. Lawrence Anthony's South African game reserve is
home to many animals he has saved, from a remarkable herd of
elephants to a badly behaved bushbaby called George. Described as "the
Indiana Jones of conservation", when one of his rhinos was brutally
slaughtered for her horn, he didn't hesitate to lead an armed response
against the poachers. Then he learned that there were only a handful of
northern white rhinos left in the wild, living in an area of the Congo
controlled by the infamous Lord's Resistance Army and soon to be
hunted into extinction. Lawrence knew he had to take action. What
followed was an extraordinary adventure, as he headed into the jungle to
negotiate with the rebels, while battling to save his own animals from
terrible drought and to save the eyesight of his beloved elephant
matriarch Nana. The Last Rhinos is peopled with unforgettable
characters, both human and animal, and is a sometimes funny,
sometimes moving, always exciting read.
The Greatest Hoax James M. Inhofe 2012-02 The author presents his
perspectives and opinions on the proposed "carbon taxes" and energy
regulations currently part of the global warming debate among members
of the Congress and the U.S. government.
What Elephants Know Eric Dinerstein 2016-05-04 Abandoned in the
jungle of the Nepalese Borderlands, two-year-old Nandu is found living
under the protective watch of a pack of wild dogs. From his mysterious
beginnings, fate delivers him to the King's elephant stable, where he is
raised by unlikely parents-the wise head of the stable, Subba-sahib, and
Devi Kali, a fierce and affectionate female elephant. When the king's
government threatens to close the stable, Nandu, now twelve, searches
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for a way to save his family and community. A risky plan could be the
answer. But to succeed, they'll need a great tusker. The future is in
Nandu's hands as he sets out to find a bull elephant and bring him back
to the Borderlands. In simple poetic prose, author Eric Dinerstein brings
to life Nepal's breathtaking jungle wildlife and rural culture, as seen
through the eyes of a young outcast, struggling to find his place in the
world.
A Lion Called Christian Anthony Bourke 2009-03-10 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER • “A stirring tale of a rare bond formed between
humans and an animal.”—Time Two men. One baby lion. What could go
wrong? A Lion Called Christian tells the remarkable story of how
Anthony “Ace” Bourke and John Rendall, visitors to London from
Australia in 1969, bought a boisterous lion cub in the pet department of
Harrods. For several months, the three of them shared a flat above a
furniture shop on London’s King’s Road, where the charismatic and
intelligent Christian quickly became a local celebrity, cruising the streets
in the back of a Bentley, popping in for lunch at a local restaurant, even
posing for a fashion advertisement. But the lion cub was growing
up—fast—and soon even the walled church garden where he went for
exercise wasn’t large enough for him. How could Ace and John avoid
having to send Christian to a zoo for the rest of his life? A coincidental
meeting with English actors Virginia McKenna and Bill Travers, stars of
the hit film Born Free, led to Christian being flown to Kenya and placed
under the expert care of the “father of lions” George Adamson.
Incredibly, when Ace and John returned to Kenya to see Christian a year
later, they received a loving welcome from their lion, who was by then
fully integrated into Africa and a life with other lions. A video of this
reunion has become a YouTube classic. Originally published in 1971, and
now fully revised and updated with more than 50 photographs of
Christian from cuddly cub in London to magnificent lion in Africa, A Lion
Called Christian is a touching and uplifting true story of an indelible
human-animal bond. It is destined to become one of the great classics of
animal literature.
Marley & Me John Grogan 2009-03-17 The heartwarming and
unforgettable story of a family and the wondrously neurotic dog who
taught them what really matters in life. Now with photos and new
material. Is it possible for humans to discover the key to happiness
through a bigger-than-life, bad-boy dog? Just ask the Grogans. John and
Jenny were just beginning their life together. They were young and in
love, with not a care in the world. Then they brought home Marley, a
wiggly yellow furball of a puppy. Life would never be the same. Marley
grew into a barreling, ninety-seven-pound streamroller of a Labrador
retriever. He crashed through screen doors, gouged through drywall,
and stole women's undergarments. Obedience school did no good -Marley was expelled. But just as Marley joyfully refused any limits on his
behavior, his love and loyalty were boundless, too. Marley remained a
model of devotion, even when his family was at its wit's end.
Unconditional love, they would learn, comes in many forms. Marley & Me
is John Grogan's funny, unforgettable tribute to this wonderful, wildly
neurotic Lab and the meaning he brought to their lives.
Elephant Bill J. H. Williams 1970
The Cowboy and His Elephant Malcolm Macpherson 2007-04-01 In the
late 1980s, a female baby elephant was born into a herd that lived on the
plains of southern Africa. Her mother has carried her for two years, and
normally she would have nursed her for five more. But the close-knit
family of wild elephants was to face a predator for which it was no
match--humans. In a "cull," her family was slaughtered in a few
moments. Only the newborn female's life was spared. Terrified and
bewildered the young elephant was transported to America to be sold.
There she met the person who was to change her life forever. Bob Norris
is a cowboy with an enormous empathy for animals that overwhelms his
other emotions. He was raised with a pet bear and as a boy decided to
become a real cowboy. He saw his dream come true in Colorado on one
of the larger horse-and-cattle ranches in America. Handsome as a movie
star, he became the Marlboro Man and appeared on TV and on billboards
around the world. But with the passing of years, and with his own family
grown up, he felt the need for something that he could not name. When
she came into his life by happenstance, the hurt, vulnerable little
elephant tapped the fullness of Bob's empathy, and an incredible bond
between the most unlikely of friends was forged. Bob adopted the baby
orphan elephant--named Amy--and patiently set about helping her
recover from the trauma of her ordeal. He had never seen a real African
elephant up close, except in zoos. He was a horseman and breeder of
champion quarter horses. But through close observation, gentle training,
humor, and endless perseverance, Bob gradually coaxed Amy into
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overcoming her mistrust of humans, and indeed, her fear of the world.
The little elephant became a "hand" on Bob's ranch, tending to simple
chores, riding the fences, and shadowing Bob on his horse. She
developed a winning personality, and a strong character, and became a
beloved member of the Norris family and partner to the ranch hands. But
Bob knew from the start that the ultimate goal was for Amy to regain her
confidence and her independence - even, if it were possible, to go back to
the savannahs of Africa. This is the true story of how Amy and Bob came
together. No one who reads The Cowboy and His Elephant can fail to be
moved by such a simple tale of unlikely love.
The Elephant Whisperer Lawrence Anthony 2009-11-10 When South
African conservationist Lawrence Anthony was asked to accept a herd of
"rogue" wild elephants on his Thula Thula game reserve in Zululand, his
common sense told him to refuse. But he was the herd's last chance of
survival: they would be killed if he wouldn't take them. In order to save
their lives, Anthony took them in. In the years that followed he became a
part of their family. And as he battled to create a bond with the
elephants, he came to realize that they had a great deal to teach him
about life, loyalty, and freedom. The Elephant Whisperer is a
heartwarming, exciting, funny, and sometimes sad account of Anthony's
experiences with these huge yet sympathetic creatures. Set against the
background of life on an African game reserve, with unforgettable
characters and exotic wildlife, it is a delightful book that will appeal to
animal lovers and adventurous souls everywhere.
Zamba Ralph Helfer 2009-10-13 When Ralph Helfer, now one of
Hollywood's top animal behaviorists, first began working, he was
shocked by the cruelty that was accepted practice in the field. He firmly
believed in "affection training" -- that love, not fear, should be the basis
of any animal's development, even when dealing with the most
dangerous of creatures. Then Zamba came into his life -- an adorable
four-month-old lion cub that went on to prove Helfer's theories
resoundingly correct. Over the next eighteen years, Zamba would thrive
and grow, and go on to star in numerous motion pictures and television
shows -- all the while developing a deep and powerful bond of love and
affection with the man who raised him. By turns astonishing, hilarious,
and poignant, Zamba is not only the unforgettable story of the
relationship that Helfer would come to consider one of the most
important in his life but also that of the amazing career and adventures
of the greatest lion in the world.
Elephant Company Vicki Croke 2015-04-14 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK The remarkable
story of James Howard “Billy” Williams, whose uncanny rapport with the
world’s largest land animals transformed him from a carefree young man
into the charismatic war hero known as Elephant Bill In 1920, Billy
Williams came to colonial Burma as a “forest man” for a British teak
company. Mesmerized by the intelligence and character of the great
animals who hauled logs through the jungle, he became a gifted
“elephant wallah.” In Elephant Company, Vicki Constantine Croke
chronicles Williams’s growing love for elephants as the animals provide
him lessons in courage, trust, and gratitude. Elephant Company is also a
tale of war and daring. When Japanese forces invaded Burma in 1942,
Williams joined the elite British Force 136 and operated behind enemy
lines. His war elephants carried supplies, helped build bridges, and
transported the sick and elderly over treacherous mountain terrain. As
the occupying authorities put a price on his head, Williams and his
elephants faced their most perilous test. Elephant Company, cornered by
the enemy, attempted a desperate escape: a risky trek over the
mountainous border to India, with a bedraggled group of refugees in
tow. Part biography, part war epic, Elephant Company is an inspirational
narrative that illuminates a little-known chapter in the annals of wartime
heroism. Praise for Elephant Company “This book is about far more than
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just the war, or even elephants. This is the story of friendship, loyalty and
breathtaking bravery that transcends species. . . . Elephant Company is
nothing less than a sweeping tale, masterfully written.”—Sara Gruen,
The New York Times Book Review “Splendid . . . Blending biography,
history, and wildlife biology, [Vicki Constantine] Croke’s story is an often
moving account of [Billy] Williams, who earned the sobriquet ‘Elephant
Bill,’ and his unusual bond with the largest land mammals on
earth.”—The Boston Globe “Some of the biggest heroes of World War II
were even bigger than you thought. . . . You may never call the lion the
king of the jungle again.”—New York Post “Vicki Constantine Croke
delivers an exciting tale of this elephant whisperer–cum–war hero, while
beautifully reminding us of the enduring bonds between animals and
humans.”—Mitchell Zuckoff, author of Lost in Shangri-La and Frozen in
Time
Dust Off the Bones Paul Howarth 2021-06-08 “Arresting, powerful, and
very much worth reading.”—Scott Simon (NPR) "A tale of violence and
redemption in the Australian Outback....Fast-paced and brimming with
colorful, realistic detail, the novel poses disturbing questions about the
Australia’s historic cruelty to its native inhabitants....A complex,
sophisticated morality play." (Starred Kirkus Review) The author of the
acclaimed Only Killers and Thieves returns to turn-of-the-century
Australia in this powerful sequel that follows the story of brothers
Tommy and Billy McBride, the widow of their family’s killer, Katherine
Sullivan, and the sadistic Native Police officer Edmund Noone In 1890,
estranged brothers Tommy and Billy McBride are living far apart in
Queensland, each dealing with the trauma that destroyed their family in
different ways. Now 21, Billy bottles his guilt and justifies his past crimes
while attempting to revive his father’s former cattle run and navigate his
feelings for the young widow Katherine Sullivan. Katherine, meanwhile,
cherishes her newfound independence but is struggling to establish
herself as head of the vast Broken Ridge cattle empire her corrupt late
husband mercilessly built. But even in the outback, the past cannot stay
buried forever. When a judicial inquest is ordered into the McBride
family murders and the subsequent reprisal slaughter of the Kurrong
people, both Billy and Police Inspector Edmund Noone – the man who led
the massacre – are called to testify. The inquest forces Billy to relive
events he has long refused to face. He desperately needs to find his
brother, Tommy, who for years has been surviving in the wilderness,
attempting to move on with his life. But Billy is not the only one looking
for Tommy. Now the ruthless Noone is determined to find the young man
as well, and silence both brothers for good. An enthralling, propulsive
adventure that builds in suspense, told in gorgeous prose and steeped in
history and atmosphere, Dust Off the Bones raises timeless issues of
injustice, honor, morality, systemic racism, and the abuse of power. With
an unflinching eye, Paul Howarth examines the legacy of violence and
the brutal realities of life in a world remarkably familiar to our own.
The Last Rhinos Lawrence Anthony 2012-07-03 When Lawrence
Anthony learned that the northern white rhino, living in the war-ravaged
Congo, was on the very brink of extinction, he knew he had to act. If the
world lost the sub-species, it would be the largest land mammal since the
woolly mammoth to go extinct. In The Last Rhinos, Anthony recounts his
attempts to save these remarkable animals. The demand for rhino horns
in the Far East has turned poaching into a dangerous black market that
threatens the lives of not just these rare beasts, but also the rangers who
protect them. The northern white rhino's last refuge was in an area
controlled by the infamous Lord's Resistance Army, one of the most
vicious rebel groups in the world. In the face of unmoving government
bureaucracy, Anthony made a perilous journey deep into the jungle to try
to find and convince them to help save the rhino. An inspiring story of
conservation in the face of brutal war and bureaucratic quagmires, The
Last Rhinos will move animal lovers everywhere.
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